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The Association of the Professional Theatres in the Czech Republic (APD ČR - Asociace profesionálních divadel
České republiky) is an organization of employers in the field of professional public theatres. The Association was
originally established as the Association of Director of the Theatres in the Czech Republic in 1993 and in 2008
was transformed into Association of the Professional Theatres of the Czech Republic. It works to create a
collaborative environment with stakeholders to advance cultural policy issues engaging with the Ministries of
Culture and Education, the Parliament, local authorities, trade unions, colleague associations (of actors,
directors, scenographers) and peer employers' associations.
APD ČR’s goal is to develop mutual cooperation and assistance of all members. It deals particularly with joint
consultations of theatre representatives and provision of information from the activities of individual theatres,
exchange of experience from negotiations between theatres, state and local government bodies, drafts
proposals for joint action of theatre representatives in negotiations with state administration and selfgovernment bodies.
It’s team of 3 proposes a wide range of specific services to its 37 members such as legal support in tax law, IP
law, posting of workers and more, shares good practices, organises ad hoc training and assemblies and has a
strong advocacy action towards the Ministry of Culture and government also at local and regional levels.
During Covid APD ČR saw an increase in membership showing that there is a need for cooperation and good
dissemination of information. It has developed a new website and a presence in social media both strengthening
its larger visibility with the additional constitution of a PR group to communicate more with members and work
on joint campaigns.
To learn more about APD ČR visit their website and follow them on social media on Facebook and on LinkedIn.
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